
Physis 407-07Gravity waves soureThe linearized equations for gravity wavesGij = �8�Tij(taking Newton's onstant G=1), and hoosing the harmoni or transverseoordinate ondition �j�hji = 0is �12 �hij = �8�T ij (1)Let us hoose our stress energy tensor so as to be a generator of bravitywaves. In order that the stress-energy tensor be time dependent, we needthat the spatial parts be non-zero. Let us takeT ab = �t4Dab(t)Æ3(x) (2)where a; b are x; y; z, and x is all three of x; y; z. That fourth time derivativeis there so as to make some of the suessive equations easier to write ( ienot to have integrals ontained in them).Then we have from the onservation of T ij, ie �jT aj = 0 thatT at = �Xb �3tDab�bÆ3(x)and from �jT tj = 0T tt =Xa;b �2tDab�a�bÆ3(x)Now, the solution to the equation	(t;x; t;x0) = Æ(t� t0)Æ3(x� x0)is 	(t;x; t;x0) = 14� Æ(t� t0 � jx� x0j)jx� x0j (3)1



where jx � x0j = q(x� x0)2 + (y � y0)2 + (z � z0)2, the spatial distane be-tween the two spatial points x and x0.Thus we get�htt = 4 Z Æ(t� t0 � jx� x0j)jx� x0j �4t0D(t0)�a0�b0Æ3(x0)dt0d3x0 (4)where �a0 = ��x0a Now, if for arbitrary funtions f and g, we haveZ f(u� u0)�u0g(u0)du0 = � Z (�u0f(u� u0))g(u0) (5)= Z �uf(u� u0)g(u0)du0 = �u Z f(u� u0)g(u0)du0 (6)Where on the �rst line I have done integration by parts, assuming the bound-ary terms are zero, and on the seond line using the fat that�u0f(u� u0) = ��uf(u� u0)Using this both for the 4 time derivatives and the two spatial derivatives,we have �htt = 4Xa;b �2t �a�b Z Æ(t� t0 � jx� x0j)jx� x0j Dab(t0)Æ3(x)dt0d3x0 (7)= 4Xa;b �2t �a�bDab(t� r)r (8)= 4Xa;b �a�b�2tD(t� r)r (9)where r = jxj = px2 + y2 + z2. Similarly�hta = hta = �4Xb �b�3tDab(t� r)r (10)�hab = 4�4tDabr (11)The ontribution of the "trae" part of Dab on �hij an be removed by aoordinate transformation. In the next three paragraphs we will show that2



a purely trae part of Dab, ie Dab = DÆab an be removed by a oordinatetransformation, so that we an assume that PaDaa = 0.Let us assume that Dab = DÆab. Then �htt = 4�2tr2D(t�r)r and outside thesoure, sine �h obeys the wave equation whih is�2t �htt �r2�htt = 0 (12)we have �htt = 4�2tr2(D(t� r)=overr) = 4�4tD(t� r)r (13)Eah of the diagonal spatial terms is the same as this. Sine,�hij = hij � 12�ij�klhklwe have �ij�hij = �ijhij � 12�ij�ij�klhkl = ��ijhijand hij = �hij � 12�ij�kl�hkl (14)Ie the relation between h and �h is exatly the same as the relation between�h and h.Sine all of the terms are the same (�htt = �hxx = �hyy = �hxx = 4�4t D(t� r)r, we have �ij�hij = �2�htt in this ase. Thenhtt = 2�htt = 8�4tD(t� r)r, and hxx = hyy = hzz = 0. Now, hoose a oordinate transformation� t = 4�3tD(t�r)r . This will set ~htt = htt � 2�tj�j� t = 0. Also,~hta = hta � �aj�a� t � �tj�j�a = �4�a�3tD(t� r)r � (�1)�a4�3tD(t� r)r = 03



Ie, by a hange of only the time oordinate �t, one an eliminate thesolution everywhere outside the soure. Sine we an, by a oordinate trans-formation make the hij look as though we have any trae term we want, wean therefor assume that PaDaa = 0.Thus, let us assume that PaDaa = 0. Go bak to the full expression witharbitrary Dab but with PaDaa = 0.htt = �htt � 12�ij�hij = 12�htt (15)= 20�Xa;b �a�b�2tDabr 1A (16)Choosing � t = 0�Xa;b �a�b�tDabr 1Aand and �a = 0�Xd; �a��dDd(t� r)r 1A� 4Xd �d�2tDad(t� r)r (17)~htt = htt � 2�tt�t� t = 0 (18)~hta = hta � �aa�a� t � �tt�t�a = hta + �a� t � �t�a = 0 (19)~hab = hab � �aa�a�b � �bb�b�a (20)= �hab � 12�ab�htt + �a�b + �b�a = 4�4tDab(t� r)r + 2ÆabXd ��d�2tDd(t� r)r + 2�a�b��dDd(t� r)r (21)� 4Xd �a�d�2tDbdr + 4Xd �b�d�2tDdar (22)Thus the metri has again been redued to a purely spatial metri by aappropriate oordinate transformation.If we looks at the temporal part of the stress energy tensor, we �nd thatZ xaxbT abd3x = Z xaxb�2tD(t)��dÆ3(x) (23)= �2t (Dab +Dba) = 2�2tDab(t) (24)4



Ie, the tensor 2�2tDab(t) is just the quadrapole moment of the soure ofradiation. The trae is the "radial" hanges in the energy distribution, andthese we found produe no gravitational radiation (ie it an be removed bya oordinate transformation) It is thus the trae free part of the quadrapolemoment that produes the gravity waves. Ie, gravitational radiation is justproportional to time derivatives of the quadrapole moment of the soures.If we look far from the soure, and keep only terms whih fall o� as 1/r,then �a D(t�r)r � �xar �tD(t�r)r and �anb = Æabr � nanbr2 � 0 (ie it falls o� too fastwith r), we �nd hab = 2r�2t  Qab � naX nQb � nbX Qa (25)+ 12(nanbXd nndQd + ÆabnndQd)! (26)= 2�2tQab? (t� r)r (27)where Qab? is the omponent of the quadrapole moment perpendiular to thediretion from the soure and trae free. Ie, PbQab?nb = 0 where nb = xb=r.Qab? = Qab �X (Qannb +Qbnna) + 12Xd (Xd Qdnnd(nanb + Æab)(28)Ie, the radiation is proportional to the seond derivative of the quadrapolemoment perpendiular to the diretion the radiation is travelling in.The energy arried away in the �eld an, in this oordinate system, bewritten as 14Xab  (�thab)2 +X (�hab)2! (29)and thus is proportional to the square of the third derivative of the Quadrapolemoment of the soure. The quadrapole moment is of the form mL2, where mis the part of the total mass whih is moving around hanging the quadrapolemoment. This means that the third derivative is of order �tQ = mL2=T 3 =!mv3=L where v is the veloity of the matter. Thus the loss of energy perunit mass is of the order of !(mM )2Mv5= or reinserting units, !(mM )2GM2L v )5Ie, in eah period the system sheds a fration of the mass proportional to5



the square of the ratio of moving mass over total mass times the ratio of theShwartzshild radius over the dimension of the system times the veloityover  to the �fth power. Ie, Gravitational radiation is weak. To get a size-able fration radiated you need something like two blak holes orbiting eahother at the last stable orbit, and even then less that 1% of the total mass isradiated as gravitational radiation.
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